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bienes de propios o propios
own or own assets: it is community property that make up the heritage of a people, and whose products are intended for
works of public utility.

bienes de realengo
Royal goods: it is the goods that were affected by taxes and rights in rem, as opposed to those who are free of all or
some of the tributes.

bienes forales
statutory assets: are the goods which grants the owner to another person upon payment of a number of annual fees,
although reserving the direct domain of the alienated property for some time.

bienes fungibles
expendable: are those goods who, owing to their nature, cannot be used without consuming them and those in
replacement of which is legally supported much of the same quality.

bienes gananciales
marital property: is property acquired by either spouse, or both, during the marriage, under a title that does not make
them proprietary of the acquirer, but partibles by half.

bienes heridos
goods herido:son goods that have some assessment.-

bienes inmuebles o raíces
real estate, estate: also known as sedientes, sites or sites, it's goods such as land, buildings, constructions, mining, etc.,
and artifacts or rights to which attributes the consideration of real estate law.

bienes libres
free goods: are assets that are not linked and which do not have any other load.

bienes muebles
goods mueble:son goods that are transferable or carry from one party to another without detriment to the real thing that
contains them.

bienes nullíus
goods nullius: is called in this way to ownerless goods.-

bienes profecticios
profecticios goods: this denomination corresponds to property acquired by the child subject to parental authority of his
father or come by regarding this.

bienes reservables o reservativos



bookable or reservativos goods: are property inherited under legal precept that must then move to another person in
certain cases.

biezgo
Biezgo-is a herbaceous plant species of the Caprifoliaceae family, native to southern and central Europe and Southeast
Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which could reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without branches, with
opposite leaves of dark green color and strong odor, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very toxic fruit; It is
used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

bifloros
bifloros = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendos flowers.

bifurcaciones
It's those places where a road, railways, etc., are divided into two branches-

big crunch
Big Crunch-refers to the expression: it is the cosmological theory that assumes that the final collapse of the Universe
could occur in the future if it began to contract

bigas
It is lostroncos of the body of the different animals.

biharí
Bihari-owned or relativoa a language or dialect of Asia -

biloxi
Biloxi- Amerindian people with settlement in the southeastern U.S.  U.S. states in large areas of Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi and Louisiana

bintucas
bintucuas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in departments of Cesar-Magdalena-

bintucua-
bintucua-refers to an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments ofCesar-Magdalena-

biogases
biogases-belonging to combustible gas obtained from wastewater and organic agro-energy waste from biomass-

biogás
biogas-fuel gas obtained from wastewater and organic agro-energy waste from biomass-

biomolécula
biomolecule-this is the molecule present in living things.



biomoléculas
biomolecules-belonging to the molecule present in living beings

biseleniuro
biseleniide-refers to a type of chemical compound that contained two portions of selenium-

biseleniuros
biseleniidespertenecient to the chemical compound containing two portions of selenium-

bisht
bisht-is said to have a certain type of Arab cape, extensive, black and gold, with long sleeves, which was placed by the
Emir of Qatar to the captain of the Argentine football team Lionel Messi when receiving the World Cup; in Arabia men
wear it on their robes-

bisht o besht
bisht or beshtse says of a certain type of Arab cape, extensive, black and gold, with long sleeves, which was placed by
the emir of Qatar to the captain of the Argentine national team Lionel Messi when receiving the World Cup; in Arabia
men wear it over their robes.  Such clothing is used in certain important events such as graduations, festivals, diplomatic
meetings, etc.

bisht-
bisht-it is said of a certain type of Arab cape, extensive, black and gold, with long sleeves, which was placed by the Emir
of Qatar to the captain of the Argentine national team Lionel Messi when receiving the World Cup; in Arabia men wear it
over their robes.  Such attire is employed at certain important events such as graduations, festivals, diplomatic
meetings, etc. 

bisontes
-mammal-like, similar to the bull-

bitanu
bitanu-refers to the expression : residential area located in the southern part of the Assyrian Palaces-

bitol
refers to a diosabienhechora-

bituminosos
bituminous = says who have or poseenbetun.

bivalentes
bivalent = ( it is said - of the ) that they have poseendos values or double value.

biznagas
·vegetales, which are similar in their structures or forms, like, similaresal fennel -



blackjohn
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

blackjohn
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

blanca
name given to a variety or species (-) Acacia espinosa with ovate flakes, native to North America.

blanca de aranjuez
.  belonging to a variety or species depera-

blanca grande tardía
.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla

blancos
belonging to a variety or species depimienta-

blanqueos
bleaches-belonging to the action: '' invest money obtained illegally, in business or legal values ''-

blanquilla
.  belonging to a variety or species depera-

blazar
blazar-refers to the expression : type of active galaxy more variable, to which belong the most violent lybes who suffer
more violent variations-

blazares
blazares-belonging to the expression : type of active galaxy more variable, to which belong the most violent variations

blefáricos
relating or pertaining alparpado

blenofobia
Blenophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to viscosity or things of viscous
consistency-

blenofobias
blenophobias-pertaining to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to viscosity-

boabad



name given to a variety or species (-) Senegal, bombaceo tree pumpkin

bobolones o adormidera
babolons or annual papaveraceous number-plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

bogifobia-
Bogiphobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to the bogeyman and, by extension, to other
imaginary beings such as goblins and specters-

bogifobias
bogiphobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to certain imaginary beings such as
goblins and specters-

bohemia
Bohemia- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  H.  Charlois on July 16, 1893-

boicots
boycotts-belonging to the action: '' depriving a person or entity of any social or commercial relationship, so give
something '' -

boldo
boldo-it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which has highly appreciated edible fruits, simple bright
greenish-colored leaves and whitish scented flowers.

boldo boldú
boldo boldú-it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which has highly appreciated edible fruits, simple leaves of
bright greenish color and whitish scented flowers-

boldo o buldú
boldo or boldú- it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which has some very appreciated edible fruits, simple
leaves of bright greenish color and whitish scented flowers-

boldo-boldú
boldo - boldú-it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which has highly appreciated edible fruits, simple leaves of
bright greenish color and whitish scented flowers.

boldú
Boldú-it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which has highly appreciated edible fruits, simple leaves of bright
greenish colors and whitish scented flowers-

boldú boldo
boldú boldo-it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which presents some very appreciated edible fruits, simple
leaves of bright greenish color and whitish scented flowers-



boldú o boldo
boldú or boldo- it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which has some very appreciated edible fruits, simple
leaves of bright greenish color and whitish scented flowers-

boldú, boldo
boldu, boldo-it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which presents some very appreciated edible fruits, simple
leaves of bright greenish color and whitish scented flowers-

boldú-boldo
boldú - boldo-it is a shrub belonging to the order of laurels, which has some very appreciated edible fruits, simple leaves
of bright greenish color and whitish scented flowers-

bolsefobia
Bolsephobia – refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present towards the Bolsheviks.

bolsefobias
Bolsephobias - pertaining to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present towards the Bolsheviks -

bolsón
bolson - refers to: 1 ) very large bag - 41-2;  Clamp of iron in a vertical barron of this metal, where the straps or rods, are
set in constructions-3 ) Basin between mountains, sometimes, crossed by a river - 41-4; Students-5 41 backpack; wood
plank that, in oil mills, covers the ground from the sill to the surface-

bonaerenses
the Argentina Republic, says of the province debuenos naturalesde aires

bondad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition debueno

bondia-
Bondia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalfel on September 23, 1913-

bonete
BONETEse named laredecilla of ruminants.

boñigares
belonging to a variety or species blanco-chato dehigo - filled with small seeds -

bootes
Bootes-constellation located in the cosmic areaHemisferio Norte or Boreal- 

boqueadas
boqueadas-pertenecientes action: '' open mouth to take oxygen, both athletes and dying ''-



boquenses
the boquensesson more and more fans in their Stadium - says, in Argentina, of those born in the: neighborhood of la
boca

bora-
bora-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in Amazonas department-

boras
boras-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in Amazonas department-

borboteos
borboteos-belonging to the action: '' boil a liquid spurting ''-

boreales
relating or belonging North alhemisferio

bornida
born-referred to the person who, having committed a crime, was convicted and executed through hanging

bornido
born-referred to the person who, having committed a crime, was convicted and executed through hanging

bornidos
born- belonging to the person who, having committed a crime, was convicted and executed through hanging

borrachera-
drunkenness-It is a herbaceous plant species of the family Caprifoliaceae, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which could reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite leaves of dark green color and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very
toxic fruit; It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

botaduras
various-belonging to the action: '' Launch of a vessel of ground dry water, especially if it is new ''-

botolphia
Botolphia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalfel on February 10, 1913-

bototos
bototos-belonging to a kind of pumpkin hollowed out and prepared to contain water and then, used to perform the bath
of people-

bovinofobia
Bovinophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to cows, bulls, oxen and all similar



animals belonging to the bovid family. 

bovinofobias
Bovinophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain individuals present to cows, bulls, oxen and all
similar animals belonging to the bovid family-

bovinos
BOVINOSse is of a / / unasubfamilia of Bovidae that includes Buffalo, bison, ox, etc.-

bovinos
= BOVINE means relating or belonging to the oxen or cows.

boyales
relating or pertaining beef alganado

boyero
Boyero-constellation located in the cosmic areaHemisferio Norte or Boreal-  

boyunos
relating or pertaining albuey

bradisfigmia
bradisfigmia: pulse slow due to the slowness of the heart rate. This disease can manifest itself with the presence or
absence of bradycardia.

braeburn
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

bragadas
refers to internal lacaras of the thighs-

brahmanes
refers to ''  '' members of the first of the four traditional castes of the India-

bralgu
Bralgu-refers to the expression: it is regarded as the island of Death or paradise, within the Yolngu culture-

bramley
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

bramley
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-



branquiópodos
Branquiopodosse is of a / / unasubclase of lower crustaceans, such as water fleas.

bravas
belonging to a variety or species depalma of Philippines, very similar to the buri-hojas fan-

brecha
break-through - refers to detrital Torre made up of Rocky fragments with sharp edges and sharp-

brecoles
belonging to a variety or species decol

bredichina-
Bredichina- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerF .  H .  Kaiser on April 20, 1914-

brendelia-
Brendelia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  H .  Kaiser on September 8, 1913-

breva
.  belonging to the frutode breval fig name-

brevales
belonging to a variety or species dehiguera-

brevas
.  belonging to the name of the fig tree frutode-

brevísimas
It is said of those things have very short duration-

brécoles
Broccoli-belonging to the expression: variety of common cabbage whose leaves are not stacked and are darker -

briáceos
relating or pertaining almusgo

brigitta
Brigitta- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf; F .  K .  To.  Schwassmann on October 10, 1899-

brigton
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, frutilla-origen Californian -



brita
Brita- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer V.  To.  Albitsky on March 3, 1924- 

brochadas
signals that leave the brushes to paint a surface.

bromidrofobia
Bromidrophobia- refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to body odor, own or others-

bromidrofobias
bromidrophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain individuals present towards body odor, own or
others-

bromidrosifobias
bromidrosiphobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain individuals present to body odor, own or others-

brontofobia-
brontophobia—refers to people's aversion, hatred, or fear of storms, lightning, and thunder.

brontofobias
brontophobia-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present towards storms, lightning and
thunder-

brócolis
belonging to one variety or species derepollo -

bruchsalia
Bruchsalia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf; F .  K .  To.  Schwassmannel May 22, 1900-

brucina
brucina-alkaloid extracted from the vomic walnut and berooms of St. Ignatius; it is a very powerful neurotoxin, with an
extremely bitter taste, a stimulant of the nervous system,    

brucinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidade Walnut vomica-familia of the loganiaceas -

brunhild
Brunhild- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerC.  H .  F .  Petersel on July 31, 1872-

bruzual
Bruzual- It is a city in the state of Apure, Venezuela, capital of the Muñoz-



brújula
Compass-constellation located in cosmic areaHemisferio Sur or Austral- the wordbrújulain one of its meanings, is used
in Astronomy-

bubónicos
relating or belonging albubon, inguinal swelling. -

buccelado
buccelado-refers to a small mouth like that presented by insects, crustaceans and fish-

buccelados
buccelados-belonging to a small mouth like that presented by insects, crustaceans and fish-

buey apis
Ox Apis-refers to the expression : divinity of the ancient Egyptians, linked to the solar cult and shaped like an ox.  His
greatest place of worship was Menfis, where he appears accompanying the gods Ptah and Osiris. -

bufonofobia
bufonophobia- refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people have towards toads-

bufonofobias
bufonophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present towards toads-

bugre
bugre- refers to a decapod marine crustacean, one of the largest, living on rocky aquatic bottoms,   

bugres
bugres-belonging to a decapod marine crustacean, one of the largest, living on rocky bottoms,

buhágana
Buhágana-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments ofAmazonas-Vaupés-

buháganas
Buháganas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in departments of
Amazonas-Vaupés-

buitre americano
American vulture-refers to a species of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white
tail-

bulbo
bulb-refers, in Anatomy, to a rounded lump, which have some organs of the human being-



bulbo dentario
dentary bulb-refers, to the soft part contained inside the teeth-

bulbo piloso
hair bulb-refers to the bulging part of the bottom or root of the hair follicle, which gives rise to the hair-

bulbo raquídeo
spinal bulb-refers to the lump of the upper limb of the spinal cord-

bulbo tunicado
tunicated bulb-refers, in Vegetables, to those bulbs whose base is upholstered by overlapping layers, such as in the tulip
or onion-

bulbos
bulbs-belonging, in Anatomy, to a rounded lump, which have some organs of the human being-

bulbos dentarios
dentary-belonging bulbs, in Anatomy, to the soft part contained inside the teeth-

bulbos pilosos
hairy-belonging bulbs, in Anatomy, to the bulgest part of the bottom of the hair follicle, which gives rise to the hair-

bulbos raquídeos
spinal-belonging bulbs, in Anatomy, to the lump of the upper extremity of the spinal cord-

bulbos tunicados
tunicated-belonging bulbs, in vegetables, to those bulbs whose base is upholstered by overlapping layers, such as in the
tulip or onion-

buldózer
bulldozer - excavator machine fitted with shovel and bucket - concerns

bullón
It's a kind of knife used in the past.

bulto redondo
Round lump-refers to the expression : sculpture or figure that can be contemplated from any point of view around it. -

buniato
or sweet potato, name given to a variety or species debatata, convolvulacea sweetened starch plant.

bunjil



Bunjil-refers to the expression: one of the Creator gods of the Kulin people, who was represented in the form of an
eagle-

burdigala
Burdigala-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  Courty on February 11, 1894-

burgundia
Burgundia-se trata : 1 ) asteroid discovered by astronomer A .  H.  Charlois on September 18, 1893-2 ) ancient
Germanic people of Scandinavian origin , which in the fifth century had its habitat on the left bank of the Rhine and who
were subsequently defeated by the hosts of the Huns, captained by Attila , being displaced to the Rhone area-

buril
Buril-constellation located in cosmic areaHemisferio Sur or Austral-   

burka
burka-refers to the expression : Islamic clothing, light fabric covering the whole body of the woman, arranged from the
head as an enveloping round mantle reaches the atura of the feet-

burkas
burkas-belonging to the expression : Islamic clothing, light fabric covering the whole body of the woman, arranged from
the head as an enveloping round mantle reaches the atura of the feet-

burnhamia-
Burnhamia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 20, 1916-

bursátiles
relating or belonging to thumbnuts from trade, to the operations carried out therein. -

bushi
or the military aristocracy providential samurai-

butuán
Name that in ancient times received the Philippine boat balangay. 

buzamientos
dips-belonging dihedral alangulo forming a terrestrial strata with the horizontal plane-

búcaras
.  belonging to a variety or species deuva-

búfalos
-mammal-like, similar to the bull-



byblis-
Byblis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters, July 9, 1879-

byelobog
refers to the diosblanco - from the Sun - the happiness and good luck-

caá
.  belonging to the Guaraní name of yerba mate, means, '' grass with intense aroma or fragrant grass '' due to the
intense fragrance of the mountains and fields of the place. -

caángay
caángay- it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm tall, very toxic, considered a
weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a weed
of the tropics of the world-

caápetay
caápetay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic, considered
a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a
weed of the tropical zones of the world-It is used medicinally as antibacterial or antiartritic, also, for its essential oils, it is
used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

caápetay caángay
caápetay caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

caápetay o caángay
caápetay or caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

caápetay, caángay
caápetay, caángay- is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

caápetay-caángay
caápetay-caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

cabadura



cabadura-refers to the accumulation of sperm or sperm produced by the man during the culmination of the sexual act-

cabadura acabadura
Finished cabadura- refers to the accumulation of sperm or sperm produced by the man during the culmination of the
sexual act-

cabadura o acabadura
Cabadura or finish-refers to the accumulation of sperm or sperm produced by the man during the culmination of the
sexual act-

cabadura, acabadura
Cabadura, finish-refers to the accumulation of sperm or sperm produced by the man during the culmination of the sexual
act-

cabadura-acabadura
cabadura-finish refers to the accumulation of sperm or sperm produced by the man during the culmination of the sexual
act-

caballenses
the caballensesse proudly display their cinemas - it is said, in Argentina, of those born in the: caballito neighborhood

caballete del pintor
Painter's easel-constellation located in a cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-

caballito
Horse-constellation located in cosmic areaEquatorial-

caballunos
relating or pertaining alcaballo

cabasa
Cabasa: is a wooden instrument, rhythmic hollowed-out and closed. Inside there are some metal rattles when the
instrument is shaken or hit with the hand, interact each other and producing sound.

cabecear
It refers to the action of the bull to wiggle your head by uncertain onslaught, or the defeat.

cabecirrojo
head-head-refers to a kind of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-

cabecirrojos
head-headed-belonging to a kind of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-



cabellera de berenice
Berenice-constellation hair located in cosmic areaHemisferio Norte or Boreal- 

cabra marina
Marina-constellation goat located in cosmic areaZodiacal-

cabrahigos
belonging to a variety or species dehiguera Egyptian-

cabríos
GOATS or goats = is of a / / unasubfamilia of ruminant mammals of the family Bovidae, of horns folded backwards.

cabríos
relating or belonging to lacabra

cabronadas
cabronadas-belonging to the action: '' malicious or annoys, bad last ''-

cabruno
belonging to a variety or species desauce which is different from the target by having larger leaves, oval-

cabrunos
relating or belonging to lacabra

cacafobia
cacaphobia – refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people have towards excrement-

cacafobias
cacaphobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present towards excrement-

cacicanes
Belonging to an ancient prison bird in the Galician area, currently extinct. 

cacicán
Ancient prison bird of the Galician area, now almost extinct. 

caciopeia-casiopea
Cassiopeia - Cassiopeia-this is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Norte-

caciquiles
relating or pertaining alcacique



cacofobia
Cacophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain individuals present to the ugly, to ugliness-

cacofobias
cacophobias - belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people presenttowards ugliness or ugly things -

cacua
cacua-amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in department of Vaupés-

cacuas
cacuas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Vaupés-

cadetadas
cadetadas-belonging to the action: '' thoughtless, improper of 39 formal people;-

cadiano
cadiano- individual of an ethnic group that has its habitat in the state of Louisiana, USA.  UU; descended from Acadian
exiles during the eighteenth century-

cadianos
Cadians—members of an ethnic group that has its habitat in the U.S. state of Louisiana.  UU; descended from Acadian exiles during the eighteenth century-

caduquez
says the quality or quality or condition decaduco, expiration

caetofobia
Caetophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that a certain individual usually presents to hair or hairy beings-

caetofobias
Caetophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to hair or hairy beings-

cafeína
Crystalline caffeine-alkaloid, solid, white and bitter taste, addictive stimulant of the autonomous nervous system,
maintains wakefulness, is extracted from coffee; when extracted from guarana is called guaranin, from the matte is
called matein and tea, theine, but they are the same alkaloid; medicinally it is used against headache, bronchial asthma,
gallbladder cramps and in cardiovascular diseases.

cafeínas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidadel cacao-familia of the esterculiaceas - of their seeds-also from the coffee
plant rubiácea -

cagalero
gumler- refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale



flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

cagalero ababuy
cagalero ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

cagalero o ababuy
cagalero or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

cagalero, ababuy
cagalero, ababuy- refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

cagalero-ababuy
cagalero-ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

caiguas
belonging to the expression: climbing plant of the cucurbitaceae, typical of Peru-

caimito de monte
Monte-caimito refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

caimito de monte ababuy
Caimito de Monte Ababuy-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its
habitat in forested regions-

caimito de monte o ababuy
Caimito de monte or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves
with a strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its
habitat in forested regions-

caimito de monte, ababuy
Caimito de monte, ababuy-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its
habitat in forested regions-

caimito de monte-ababuy



Caimito de monte-ababuy-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its
habitat in forested regions-

cainofobia
Cainophobia – refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to novelty, to the new-

cainofobias
Cainophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to the new, to the novelty-

cainolofobia
Cainolophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that people present to the new, to the novelty-

cainolofobias
Cainolophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people ignitea the novelty, to the new-

cainotofobia
Cainotophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to novelty, to novelty-

cainotofobias
cainotophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to novelty, to the new--

caída
It refers to Commission and effect of losing hands the bull during the Bullfight, finishing with sand.  The fall is attributed
to factors as you congestions caused by the puya, food, lack of exercise of the bull, etc.

cajamarca
Cajamarca-refers to a northern Peruvian city, whose historical importance begins in 1532, where the Inca Atahualpa is
captured and then executed by Francisco Pizarro and the Spanish conquistadors; in addition, it was the first city in Peru,
where the manufacture of coins that were sent to Spain began

cajeles
belonging to a variety or species zajari oforange-

cajunes
Cajuns—members of an ethnic group that has its habitat in the U.S. state of Louisiana.  UU; descended from Acadian exiles during the eighteenth century-

cajún
Cajun-individual of an ethnic group that has its habitat in the state of Louisiana, USA.  UU; descended from Acadian
exiles during the eighteenth century-

calabacera
·perteneciente to the name of several plants of creeping stem gourds-



calabaciles
belonging to a variety or species depera similar in format to a pumpkin-

calados
It is said those who are vain, in architecture -

calafateos
calafateos-belonging to the action: cover with oakum and pitch boards of boats--

calagrañas
belonging to a variety or species deuva-

calaluz
Small boat of the East Indies, similar to the canoe, used for fishing. 

calas
belonging to a variety or species delirium of water-

calcas
Greek soothsayer at the site of Troy-Mitologiagriega-

calcáreos
calcareous = says who have or poseencal.

calcot
.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla

calderones
-mammal-like, similar to the dolphin, and have property exceeding males and many females in size and weight -

calefacciones
heaters-belonging to the action: '' heating or heat up ''-

calfucurá
Juan Calfucurá, chieftain or mapuche lonco of origin moluche, whose military and political activity was developed mainly
in Argentina.

calgón
calgon - referred to in common alnombre of sodium hexametaphosphate -

calientes
hot = says who have or poseencalor.



caliginefobia-
caliginephobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present towards beautiful, pretty women-

caliginefobias
caliginephobias- belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to beautiful, beautiful women-

caliguinefobia
caliguinephobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to beautiful women-

caliguinefobias
caliguinephobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to beautiful women-

calima-
calima-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department ofValle del Cauca-the
vocablocalimaes used in the study of the American Ethnic Groups-

calimas
calimas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Valle del Cauca-

calipso o kalipso
Calypso or Kalypso-refers to an asteroid discovered by astronomerK. T. R. Luther on April 7, 1858-

calipso, kalipso
Calypso refers to an asteroid discovered by astronomerK.  T.  R.  Lutherel April 9, 1858-

calipso-kalipso
Kalypso refers to an asteroid discovered by astronomerK.  T.  R.  Lutherel April 8, 1858-

calisayas
belonging to one variety or species dequina, prized in Bolivia -

calizos
limestone = says who have or poseencal.

callahuayas
Callahuayas-refers to the native Indo-American people member of the Aymara Kingdoms or Lordships, with habitat in La
Paz and Puno, Bolivia and Peru-

callarse
shut up - refers to a pronominal verb laforme shut -

calocéfalos



It is said of those who have a beautiful head -

calor
heat - refers to the expression: '' is one of the forms of energy, able to raise the temperature and dilate, melt, vaporize,
or decompose a body ''-

calor específico
specific heat - refers to the expression: '' amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of a substance to
a degree Celsius ''-

calor negro
Black heat - refers to the expression: '' is that produces an electrical appliance ''-

caloyo
refers to the lamb or kid who has been newly born -

calófilos
It is said of those plants have beautiful leaves. -

calurosos
hot = says who have or poseencalor or cause it.

calzada procesional
Processional causeway-refers to the expression : elevated and paved path that connects the temple of the valley with
the pyramid or group of pyramids.  most are flanked by stone walls and topped by a stone-covered roof

camadas
refers to losdistintos groups of animals born in the same litter.

camaleón
Chameleon-constellation located in a cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-

camarroyas
they are species or varieties of wild laachicoria

camba-
camba-individual of an indigenous Amerindian people spread throughout what today constitutes Peru and Brazil-

cambados
It is said of those who have twisted legs. -

cambas



cambas-members of an indigenous Amerindian people spread across what is now Peru and Brazil-

cambiarios
relating or belonging to laletra of change

cambiarios
relating or belonging to the business of change. -

cambiazos
cambiazos-belonging to the action: '' fraudulently change one thing for another ''-

cambio químico
change chemical - refers to the expression: '' he is the one in which, starting from a substance, form one or more new
substances ''-

cambollana
cambollana - Chile, refers to women who has been with many guys, in a short time -

cambrillones
cambrillones-belonging to a certain type of sole that is placed on top of the insole to perform the finish in a shoe-

cambrillón
cambrillón-certain type of sole that is placed on top of the insole to perform the finishing of the footwear-

cambuche
strange - refers, in Colombia, alsitio, and used to be able to rest or sleep in provisional form - specific elements

cambujo
cambujo - refers, in Mexico to lapersona which has a color of skin gone black -

cameo
Cameo - its production is important for the economy to a variety or species demanzana zonal-perteneciente -

camilla
Camilla- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer N.  R .  Pogsonel November 17, 1868-

campa-
campa-individual of an indigenous Amerindian people spread throughout what today constitutes Peru and Brazil-

campanenses
It is said, in Republic argentina-prov. Bs.Aires, for children born in town of: campaign



campania
Campania is an asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  h.  Charlois on September 20, 1893-

campanil
relative or belonging albronce for campaigns

campanos
.  vegetables, which in their structures or forms are alike, similar, apparents mahogany -

campanula
Campanula-is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on October 6, 1926-

campas-
campas-members of an indigenous Amerindian people spread across what is now Peru and Brazil-

campiti
campiti-individual of an Amerindian indigenous people spread throughout what is now Peru and Brazil-

campitis
Campitis-members of an Amerindian indigenous people spread across what is now Peru and Brazil-

campo de acción
field of action - referred to in alespacio where the action takes place or to the field of view of a camera -

can
Southern constellation of the Antarctic Pole. 

can mayor
Can Mayor-constellation located in cosmic areaHemisferio Sur or Austral-     

can menor
Can Menor-constellation located in cosmic areaEquatorial-

canacas
relating or belonging to the yellow race

canas-
Canas-native Indo-American people member of the Aymara Kingdoms or Lordships, with habitat in Cusco, Bolivia-

cancerofobia
cancerophobia - refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people have to suffer from cancer-



cancerofobias
cancerophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that people present to suffer from cancer-

canchis
Canchis-native Indo-American people member of the Aymara Kingdoms or Lordships, with habitat in Cusco, Bolivia-

canciller
Chancellor: was named the cardinal President of the Chancellery apostólica.-// in certain places, magistrate supremo.-//
head of Government in Germany and Austria; Minister of Foreign Affairs, in Latin American countries; and Minister of
finance, in United Unido.-// auxiliary employee in embassies and Foreign Minister consulados.-//, in some countries...

candeal
candeal-refers, in one of its meanings, to a variety of punch, typical of South America, which has as ingredients egg,
brandy, cinnamon and milk-

cangrejo
Crab-constellation located in cosmic areaZodiacal-

canon
God of lasaguas - fishers

canopes
Canopic-belonging to the expression: container containing the viscera of the mummified corpses -

canopos
canopos-refers to the expression : set of ceramic or stone containers in which the viscera of the deceased are
deposited, as part of the Egyptian funeral ritual

cantabia
Cantabia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalfel on February 10, 1913-

cantauhaona
cantauhaona-individual of a Coahuilteca ethnic group that was distributed throughout central-eastern Texas-

cantauhaonas
cantauhaonas-members of a Coahuilteca ethnic group that was distributed throughout central-eastern Texas-

canto de la aurora
chanting of the religious aurora-anthem sung at dawn before a ceremony

cantona
Cantona-Individual from a Coahuila community that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.



cantonas
Cantonas—members of a Coahuila ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.

cantonean
corresponds to the expression ''  '' walk idly wandering from corner in corner ''  ''. -

cantoplasia
Cantoplasia = in medicine, was named a type of surgery that is extended out the cleft eyelids, acting on the outer corner
of the eye.

cantón
It is each of the four angles that can be seen in the coat of arms, and are used to designate the place of some parts, in
heraldry.

cantuanale
Cantuanale-individual of a Coahuiltec ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.

cantuanales
members of a Coahuiltecan ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.

cantujuana
Cantujuana-Individual of a Coahuiltec ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.

cantujuanas
Cantujuanas—members of a Coahuiltec ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.

cantuna
Cantuna—an individual of a Coahuiltec ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.

cantunas
Cantunas—members of a Coahuiltec ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.

cantuña
Cantuña – an individual of a Coahuiltecan ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas

cantuñas
Cantuñas—members of a Coahuiltec ethnic group that was distributed throughout east-central Texas.

cañahejas
the canahejas are very badly since they failed grafts to perform-belonging to a variety or species set demanzanilla-

cañamomo



A native Amerindian people of Colombia, they had their habitat in the department of Caldas.

cañamomos
members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, with habitat in the department of Caldas.

caobas
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - similaresal campano

caolín
kaolin = it's a derivative of aluminium, widely used in therapeutic -

capaces
able = says who have or poseencapacidad or provision for one thing-

capacho
capacho - refers to the expression: seroncillo of Esparto grass used in oil mills.

caparazón
It is housing that gets to the Cavalry, also called the telliz. -

capciosidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition decapcioso

capilar
capillary - refers: '' each vessel very fine, as network, linking into the organism the completion of the arteries with veins
39 start;-

capilares
relating or pertaining alcabello

capitales
relating or belonging to head

capitales
relating or belonging to head

capitel hathórico
hathoric capitel-refers to the expression : capital that reproduces the head of the goddess hathor (cow's head) or the
shape of its symbolic musical instrument, the sistro-

caporales
refers to the foremen of the farms of cattle, used in America.



caprera-
Caprera- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  Carnera on November 12, 1901-

capricornio
Capricornconstelation located in cosmic areaZodiacal- 

caprinos
relating or belonging to the goat

capsaicina
capsaicin-be tinged from an alkaloid extracted from pepper or hot peppers, is irritating, producing a burning sensation; it
is used in food as a seasoning, in pain medicine and in self-defense, in the form of defensive anti-violent sprays,

capsaicinas
capsaicins-belonging to an alkaloid extracted from pepper or hot peppers, is irritating, producing a burning sensation; it
is used in food as a seasoning, in pain medicine and in self-defense, in the form of defensive anti-violent sprays,

captoptrofobia
catoptrophobia- refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that people usually present to mirrors-

capulí
name given to a variety or species (-) cherry, pinkish and American -

caquexia
cachexia: pathology that occurs as a marked deterioration of nutrition in the individual by the action of various 40
diseases; tuberculosis-cancer - infections-)

caquis
.  belonging to the name of the khaki frutodel-

caraballo
Caraballo, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Amazonas.

caraballos
caraballos—members of an Amerindian people native to Colombia, with habitat in the department of Amazonas—

carabaos
-mammal-like, similar to the Buffalo-

caracales
-belonging to a species or variety delince Africa-



caracolillo
name given to a variety or species of lacaoba which has many veins.

caracterizar
It is the quality or quality or condition determine someone by their qualities

caradriformes
CARADRIFORMESse is of a / / unaorden waders, medium or small size, and long, pointed, wings including Plover.

caraira
MATRACA wood which produces a sound similar to the cries of the bird of the same name, in Cuba. -

carambolas
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel carambolo-

carambolo
carambolo-refers to the expression : perennial tropical tree, present in tropical regions, which presents yellow edible
berries and compound leaves-

carandaíes
belonging to a variety or species depalmera, variety, adaptable to moist or dry floors-

carangas
Carangas-native Indo-American people who are members of the Aymara Kingdoms or Lordships, with habitat in Oruro,
Bolivia.

carapana
Carapana, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of Vaupés-Chimila.

carapanas
Carapanas-members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, with habitat in the department of
Vaupés-Chimila-

caras-
Indigenous American people of the Aymara Kingdoms or Lordships, with habitat in Potosí, Bolivia

carácter
It is said the quality / quality or natural condition or genius of a person -

carcinfobias
carcinophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people have of suffering from cancer-



carcinofobia
Carcinophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or extreme fear that certain people have to get cancer. -

carcinofobia-
carcinophobia- refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people have about suffering from cancer-

carcinofobias
carcinophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or extreme fear that certain people present to get cancer. -

cardalenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Los Cardales -

cardiofobias
cardiophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to suffer from heart disease-

cardona
name given to a variety or species (-) Cactus that grows in coastal areas of Cuba.

cardoncillo
name given to a variety or species (-) cardo mariano

careo
action to move cattle from one side to the other of the dehesa, freely and individually.

careto
referred to in alanimal of any paint, that have the face or White-fronted, and the rest of the darker head.

cargar
refers to the action of fight the right-handed body profile, extending arms and taking in the greater quiet feet to call the
bull and let the luck to a side. / / Act of del toro push tenaciously horse on the fate of rods.

caribaeas
belonging to a variety or species depino-

caribúes
-mammal-like, similar to the reindeer, used by Eskimos as food, for making utensils, etc-

carina
Carina-constellation located in a cosmic area of the south-

carina-
Carina- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 3, 1902-



carinato
sunken wall carinato-abdomen, a state observed in children in certain brain diseases,

carinato abdomen escafoideo
scafphoid abdomen carinate-this is the sunken wall abdomen, a state observed in children in certain brain diseases.

carinato o abdomen escafoideo
carinate or scafoid abdomen-abdomen of sunken wall, state observed in children in certain brain diseases-

carinato-abdomen escafoideo
carinate-abdomen scafoid-refers to the sunken wall abdomen, a state observed in children in certain brain diseases-

carinatos
carinates-this is the sunken wall abdomen, usually observed in children in certain brain diseases,

carinatos abdómenes escafoideos
scafphoid-abdomen carinates of sunken wall, state observed in children in certain brain diseases-

carinatos o abdómenes escafoideos
carinates or scafoid-abdomen abdomen abdomens of sunken wall, a state generally observed in children in certain brain
diseases-

carinatos-abdómenes escafoideos
carinates - scafoid abdomen abdomen-sunken abdomen, a state generally observed in children in certain brain
diseases-

cariópsides
.  belonging to the type of Fruit indehiscent, soldier only seed which contains-

carlovingios
relating or belonging aCarlomagno, his dynasty or its time -

carmeles
belonging to a variety or species dellanten-

carmenta
Laadivinacion - the nacimientoROMANA goddess

carnegia-
Carnegia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisael on September 21, 1908-

carnero



Ram-constellation located in cosmic area-  

carneruno
relating or belonging to the RAM.

carnerunos
relating or belonging alcarnero.

carnívoros
Carnivorosse is of a / / unaorden of terrestrial mammals, claws and canines outstanding ( 41 fangs; and molars more or
less sharp - feed on prey animals such as cat, dog, Hyena, bear, etc.

carnofobia
carnophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to meat, to eat meat-

carnofobias
carnophobias-belonging to people's aversion, hatred or fear of meat; to eat meat-

carnosos
fleshy = says those who have or meat poseenconsistencia.

carola
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -

carolingios
relating or belonging aCarlomagno, his dynasty or its time -

carolinos
relating or belonging to the natives of the Carolinas, islands of the Pacific Ocean. -

carolinos
relating or belonging to any of the Kings called Charles, especially Carlos V, or styles or characteristics typical of its
time.

caronte
It is elbarquero of the Hells that led the souls of the dead to the other side of the river Styx in Exchange for one or two
obolos ( coins that the relatives of the deceased placed under the tongue or on the eyes of the 41 dead. -

carpa dorada
golden carp-refers to the expression : freshwater fish, one of the most common aquarium fish-

carpín dorado



gold carp-refers to the expression : freshwater fish, one of the most common aquarium fish,

carquesa
carquesa - refers to the expression: furnace for tempering glass objects -

carrascos
belonging to a variety or species depino-

carrasqueños
belonging to a variety or species depino-

carreras
Careers-belonging: '' a sports contest of speed ''-

carro
Constellation of the Big Dipper. 

carro mayor
Major trolley - constellation located in a consmicacircumpolar area north-

cartucho
interchangeable deposit of printer ink

cartuchos
cartridges-belonging to the expression : circle crossed by a horizontal line at the bottom and that was prolonged as an
oval or protective knot, which meant eternity, inside which were the names of the pharaohs of the IV Dynasty. -

cascabelillos imperiales
belonging to a variety or species deciruela

cascal
Cascal-planta papaveraceae annual, medicinal, of white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from
where opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

cascal adormidera
Opium poppy shell- annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, shiny steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

cascal o adormidera
Cascal or opium poppy-plant papaverácea annual, medicinal, white flowers or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-



cascal, adormidera
Cascal, opium poppy-annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, shiny steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

cascal-adormidera
Cascal-opium poppy- annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white flowers or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

cascalbos
belonging to a variety or species depino-black-

cascales
cascales-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from where opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

cascales adormideras
Opium poppy cascales-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, shiny
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

cascales o adormideras
cascales or opium poppies- belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers,
shiny steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

cascales, adormideras
cascales, opium poppies- belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, shiny
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

cascales-adormideras
cascales-opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, glossy
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

caseosos
relating or belonging to losquesos

caserinos
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Home -

casiopea
Cassiopeia-this is a constellation located in the cosmic zone Circumpolar Norte-

casiopea o casiopeia
Casiopeiase or Casiopeiase is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Norte-



casiopea, casiopeia
Cassiopeia, Cassiopeia-this is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Norte-

casiopea-casiopeia
Cassiopeia - Casiopeiase is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Norte-

casiopeia
Cassiopeia- constellation located in the cosmic zoneCircumpolar North-

casiopeia o casiopea
Cassiopeia or Cassiopeia-this is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Norte-

casiopeia, casiopea
Cassiopeia, Cassiopeia-this is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Norte-

cassiopeia
Cassiopeia-constellation located in the cosmic zone Circumpolar Norte-

castañas
.  belonging to the name of the Brown frutodel-

casticidad
says the quality or quality or condition decastizo

castigar
refers to ''  '' action of inflicting punishment on a bull, causing pain or discomfort.  ''  ''

castigo
It refers to, causing discomfort or pain to a bull or other animal-

castigos
Belonging to the expression : I cause discomfort or pain to a bull . 

castrar
referred to in acapar, remove or disable the genitalia of quadruplets.

castrenses
relating or belonging alejercito ( and the State or military profession )

castreños
natural Castrojeriz, in Badajoz, Spain



casuarios
casuaries-refers to the term : bird genus composed of three species that are distributed in Australia and New Guinea;
are solitary non-flying birds, of black plumage formed by rough feathers that sometimes end in filaments similar hairs-

catacumba de san calixto
It is named to the crypt of the Popes in Rome, where there are nine popes buried.

catagelofobia
catagelophobia- refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present, by their actions or ways, to pass the
ridicule-

catagelofobias
catagelophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that people usually have, by their actions or ways, to pass the
ridicule

catalana precoz
.  belonging to a variety or species desandia

catalanofobia
catalanophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to what is related to Catalonia-

catalanofobias
catalanophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that people usually present to what is related to Catalonia-

catalasa
catalase-refers to the enzyme with the power to catalyze the breakdown of hydrogen peroxide into oxygen and water-

catalasas
catalase-belonging to the enzyme with the power to catalyze the breakdown of hydrogen peroxide into oxygen and
water-

catalpa
catalpa-it is a bignoniaceous tree, about 10 ms tall, with simple, large, deciduous leaves and white or pink flowers
grouped into scented terminal clusters; is used in the wooding of streets and parks

catalpas
catalpas-belonging to a bignoniaceous tree, about 10 ms tall, with simple, large, deciduous leaves and white or pink
flowers clustered in scented terminal clusters.  It is used in the woodland of streets and parks-

catapedafobia
catapedaphobia- refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to jump, both from high and low
places-



catapedafobias
catapedaphobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear of jumping, both from high and low places-

catarrinos
CATARRINOSse is of a / / unasuborden of primates that comprises apes of the old continent, from nostrils very
next-cola not prehensile and equipped with 32 teeth = macaques, baboons.

catastrales
relating or belonging alcatastro, Census of farms

catádromos
catharmists-belonging to the expression : fish that live in fresh water and mate in salt water, such as freshwater eels,

catio, emberá katio
catio, embedded katio-Amerindian people originating in Colombia, had its habitat in departments
ofAntioquía-Chocó-Córdoba-

catios emberás katios
catios emberás katios-members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, had its habitat in department
ofAntioquía-Chocó-Córdoba-

catios o emberás katios
cateios or emberás katios- members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in
deparatamentos of Antioquía-Chocó-Córdoba-

catios, emberás katios
caians, emberás katios-members of an Amerindian people native to Colombia, had its habitat in departments
ofAntioquía-Chocó-Córdoba- 

catios-emberás katios
catios-emberás katios-these are the members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the
department of Antioch-Chocó-Córdoba-

catisofobia
catisophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that people present to sit or remain seated-

catisofobias
catisophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present, to sit-

catisolofobia
catisolophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that a person presents to sit-

catisolofobias



catisolophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that people usually present to sit-

catolicidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition decatolico

catoptrofobias
catoptrophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear that people present towards mirrors-

caucásicos
relating or belonging to La Raza blanca or Indo-European oriudad of the Caucasus

cauchos
.  belonging to the resin depolimeros of high-grade, or of large molecular mass -

caudales
relating or belonging to lacola of the animals.

caudímanos
caudimanos = it is said of those who have or prehensile poseencola, which served as an instrument of work.

cayotes
belonging to a variety or species desandia-

caza
refers to action of hunting; activity that pursues the obtaining of an animal usually giving death through the use of firearm
or of another nature. If it is done indiscriminately modifies the environment-

cazurría
says the quality or quality or condition delcazurro, malicious, reserved person and few words

cáliz
Chalice-constellation located in cosmic areaHemisferio Sur or Austral-     

cámara de gas
figuratively refers to the condemned to die by asphyxiation -

cámara lenta
figuratively, ''  '' talk in slow ''  '' or is slowly, slowly, without spirit or force.

cáncer
Cancer-constellation located in cosmic areaZodiacal-



cáñamo de manila abacá
Manila hemp abaca-name of high-strength textile fiber, extracted from the musaceous plant, originating in Borneo and
the Philippines, used for the manufacture of fabrics, cordels and other elements-

cáñamo de manila o abacá
Manila hemp or abaá-name of high-strength textile fiber, extracted from the musaceous plant, originating in Borneo and
the Philippines, used for the manufacture of fabrics, cordels and other elements-

cáñamo de manila, abacá
Manila hemp, abaá-name of high-strength textile fiber, extracted from the musaceous plant, originating in Borneo and
the Philippines, used for the manufacture of fabrics, twine and other elements-

cáñamo de manila-abacá
Manila hemp-ababa-name of high-strength textile fiber, extracted from the musaceous plant, originating in Borneo and
the Philippines, used for the manufacture of fabrics, twine and other elements-

cáñamo indiano
= the India or Indian hemp is a plant native to central ASIA, which yields a drug that receives the following names:
hashish, marijuana and grifa. It acts on the central nervous system, causing a State of drunkenness, hallucinations, and
sometimes, delirium-

cáñamo índico o indio
It is a variety of common hemp cultivation, smaller but with more concentration of alkaloids, which has narcotic
properties-/ / marijuana //marihuana. -

cáraba
Small fishing boat, used in Levante and Philippines. 

cárnicos
relating or pertaining to edible lacarne and their preparations.

cáseos
relating or belonging to losquesos

cebolla babosa
slug onion-belonging to a variety, type or species of onion-

cebolla chalota
onion shallot-refers to a variety, type or species of onion-


